. 1 H NMR spectrum and the corresponding structure for the priori designed SDA 1-methyl-3-(naphthalen-1-ylmethyl)-imidazolium cation. S1 Shows the surface are attained for SAZ-1 and it's derivatives. Clearly showing the loss in surface area after the disassembly of the d4r to form SAZ-1P, then the further loss of surface area after further reduction of the interlayer distance during the formation of the direct O-linkages and the daughter zeolite SAZ-2. The data also shows the increase in surface area as the interlayer distance is increased with the addition of s4r linkages between the layers and the formation of IPC-16. Fig. S8 shows the adsorption isotherms attained for SAZ1 (black), IPC-15 (red) and IPC-16 (blue).
DFT Calculations
Structures of SAZ-1, IPC-15 and IPC-16 zeolites were modelled theoretically using DFT and FF methods. The DFT structures were optimized periodically without symmetry constraints using PBE1 functional with D32 dispersion energy correction and PAW approximation3 as implemented in VASP-5.3.3 program suite. 4 The energy cut-off was set to 800 eV and Brillouin zone sampling was restricted to Γ-point. All structures were also optimized using Sanders-Leslie-Catlow force field5 implemented in GULP-4.0 program6, 7, both without symmetry and with highest possible symmetry for each structure. A LID criteria analysis8 has been performed on the most stable zeolite structures with P1 symmetries. All three zeolites fulfil all of the LID criteria. Furthermore, the high-symmetry structures were compared with the theoretically predicted zeolite structures in the Bronze database at hypotheticalzeolites.net.9 The Bronze database contains zeolites with maximum of six symmetry unique T sites; therefore, it is only meaningful to search IPC-15 zeolite, for which the match was indeed found (Bronze database entry 65_4_663653).
